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Neo-Dacha: Freedom kit  Anton Ivanov

Intro  How does the notion of freedom transform into a spatial 
typology? How does the Soviet collective landscape adapt to the 
new implications of private, individual property? What lessons 
can be learned from the Soviet “dachas”, as an experiment to 
collectively organize moments of individual “freedom” for 
urban dwellers in the countryside?  What are the consequences 
of the true freedom of expression ?

1. Defenition  The study on the phenomenon of the Russian 
dacha highlights the relevance of these questions. Many 
Russian citizens see their dachas as islands of freedom from 
social, cultural and spatial restraints imposed by the city. Yet 
the dacha, as second house for urban dweller, remains an urban 
product. Dachas of Moscovites can be located anywhere – in 
Moscow region, elsewhere in Russia, or even abroad, in Europe 
or Asia. It is a feature of the “spreading city”, affecting both close 
and remote territories by means of an attempted control of the 
landscape. It is a spatial typology with a specific seasonal use: 
in Moscow region the dacha season mostly lasts 6 months: from 
April to October, while temperature is higher than zero.

2. Zagorod   The “Russian word ‘Zagorod’, meaning ‘the 
countryside’ (or more literally ‘outside the city’) is undoubtedly 
a product of an urban civilization. That which distinguishes it 
from its sister - word ‘prigorod’, meaning ‘suburb’.”* (‘Zagorod’ 
relates to less official, of a parallel life that differs with the life 
in the city.**) To understand nature of ‘Zagorod’ we need to 
remember the nature of this territory – emptiness, resulting 
in remoteness, even near the city;  ignorance of wide scale 
post-soviet heritage ruins; ingenious inventory of surrounding 
as a consequence of the deficit and poverty. “Zagorod in 
effect signifies everything that lies outside the boundaries of 
major cities, where this “everything” constitutes a semantic 
unity which is antithetical to the city. “Zagorod” is a space of 
completely different quality and content from urban space.” *** 
Zagorod is the freedom from the city, a sponge ready to absorb 
for the proliferation of the dachas. 
*, ** Sergey Sitar, Project Russia 21
*** Bart Goldhoorn, Project Russia 21

Palekh box showing dacha scene, 1997



3. Scale  In Russia, in 2002, according to State Statistics 
Committee, 104 million people lived in cities, and among them 
according to various sources were 33 million of dacha owners*. 
Moscow and Moscow Region are the most densely populated 
federal areas with 13% (18.6 millions) of the total Russian 
population (142.1 millions). During the last century Moscow 
and Moscow region population increased by 5 times from 3.5 
millions of people in 1887 to 17 millions of people in 2005. The 
selected area of research – within 40 kilometers radius around 
Moscow (in the borders of “Betonka”** ring road) has the highest 
level of transformation in Moscow region. The geography of 
dachas duplicates the map of Moscow: it’s the mirror of the city, 
both official and free.
* “We estimate that there are 33 million in the country of such plots” - 
Director of the Federal Registration Service, Sergei Vasiliev
** “Betonka” road – will be explained in part 10

4. Inventory of freedom  The history of the dacha  is  
synonymous with the history of freedom—as perceived by 
urbanites. For this research, the physical exploration of a 
chosen territory resulted in the creation of an inventory of 
“autonomous zones”, chaotically dispersed throughout the post-
soviet landscape around Moscow. Leafing through a brochure 
of listings of suburban housing today creates an impression of 
viewing a kaleidoscope of “freedom”—in terms of hectares, the 
types of areas, units of space and architecture. This research 
focuses on the most extreme examples of use – on the  freedom 
from minimum tools of nothing (VOID) and on emerging 
boundless freedom constructed from philistine dreams of 
luxury (FAT).

The development of dachas in Moscow Region never took place 
according to a single structured plan. Their placement in the 
Soviet Union has always been a privilege, accorded to the Soviet 
leader if it were state dachas for the highest nomenclature 
members; or to the management in the case of an organization, 
institution or factory; if it was a plot, to the gardening 
association.







VOID

5. Six hundred   From 1970 to 1984 number of dacha’s in USSR 
doubled. In 1985, fearingof food shortages, the government sup-
ported dacha movement by Law. It issued directives that from 
1.700.000 to 1.800.000 new garden plots had to be given in the 
period from 1986 to 2000. The consequence of this is that the 
majority of Russian dachas now sit on 6 hundreds square meter 
garden plots.

6. Electrification (‘60s)   (Pylons settlement, quotes from the 
interview with the chief of the settlement) This dacha settle-
ment was founded in 1965 by workers engaged in construction 
of pylons, secret radio bureau and workers from the factory. From 
100 dachas population grew up to 1706 dachas in 2010. This is an 
old garden comradeship organization. Permits for agricultural 
development were issued for the uninhabitable land under the 
electric lines. Freedom here is embodied in tomatoes and cucum-
bers. 

7. Freedom as a development tool  During this period, the 
ideology of freedom includes work as a basic pillar of freedom. 
The dacha is perceived as a private labor camp of sorts, issued by 
the party to city dwellers, where they had the right to master the 
uninhabitable areas in their free time, for the benefit of the Soviet 
Union.  Collective action was made in the name of communist 
utopia.  It is traditional “doublethink,” precisely as described in 
George Orwell’s novel “Nineteen Eighty – Four”: 

“To know and not to know, to be conscious of complete truthfulness 
while telling carefully constructed lies, to hold simultaneously two 
opinions which cancelled out, knowing them to be contradictory 
and believing in both of them…” George Orwell “Nineteen Eighty – 
Four”

Soviet believed both in collectivity and private ownership, and 
gave land with shabby house was a medium for unity and at the 
same time owned property. By the form of private property had 
been constructed collective possession. Garden comradeships 
were a social experiment of building a private property by the 
collective society tools.

“The construction of individual dachas and individual gardening … 
not advisable from the standpoint of the organization of summer 
holiday masses, education of collectivism.” Khrushchev, 1961, XXII 
Congress of the CPSU

8. Future city and Dacha amnesty  If one compares prices for a 
two room apartment in an adjacent city and dacha with house 
here, dacha prices and conditions are better. But to make business 
with dacha it should by officially registered. Today only 20% of 
dachas are registered properly*. This is caused by “dacha amnesty” 
law, which works imperfectly. This is an official tool to register 
land and property inherited from USSR planning system in priva-
te property, which was set in 2006. It’s not an obligatory, but it’s a 
right. However, without owning a dacha plot as an official private 
property it’s impossible to sell, buy or leave it in legacy. It is seen as 
an informal piece of paradise surrounded by the city. 
* “Dacha amnesty” used for more than 7 million Russians” Rosreestr

Pylons settlement, Moscow region



9. Tools of space control. “propiska”  Propiska is the Moscow 
system of registration, which tied people to their flat, where they 
registered with all possible social goods and features. It was ex-
tremely hard to change a place of registration. “Propiska” was very 
power full control tool over people movements through Soviet 
space. On dachas only seasonal migration during summer time or 
unofficial living was possible. 

In the year 2010, a law which enabled dacha as a territory for 
permanent registration was passed. If a dacha is located inside the 
city boundaries and has normal conditions for living: temporary 
building with foundation and walls, engineering systems, water 
and electricity supply, also dacha had to be the first house, if dacha 
owner had registration in flat it should be ended. For the most 
number of dacha owners this is unattainable: the State doesn’t 
want to endow remote urbanities with the premises to demand 
infrastructure from government.  

10. Tools of space control.  “electrichka”*  In Soviet time Dacha 
owners never had cars—only the lucky few . Visits to their plots 
of land could be made in one’s leisure time, traveling “zagorod” by 
train. In the USSR, the choice was made by one’s superiors, and a 
tool for mass movement to rest, work or at the dacha was a coach. 
Freedom was a freedom of choice from existing set. Therefore, a 
train that linearly moves flows of people became a transport con-
veyor for the proletariat masses between predetermined points.

By effect of new born market electrichka radically transformed 
from transport conveyor to market conveyor, making it possible to 
buy everything dacha owner need during a trip. Planned move-
ment of the masses through the territory strongly influenced the 
saturation of the Moscow Region.
*suburban electrical train

The Moscow region had a poorly developed road network, and 
roads for a long time were only used for moving goods and army 
troops between cities, less passenger traffic of people in buses. The 
first Moscow region ring road, which encircles the nearest to Mo-
scow territories, was originally built to move the parts of rocket 
troops in case of war. Prudently, the surface was made of concrete 
slabs, instead of the soft asphalt. Now it’s called – “Betonka”* and 
still remain two-lane. 
*word etymology: “beton” means concrete

Dacha settlement always emerged as free form of infrastructural 
parasite, chaotically growing from existing branches of the tran-
sportation network. 

Map of dachas and main infrastructure lines inside Betonka circle road



11. Avtobusniki  Avtobusniki village took its name for the profes-
sional career of its population - bus drivers in a Moscow bus fleet. 
This community emerged in late 80s as a garden comradeship. 
During last 30 years seasonal use of plots stayed the same. 

The USSR reality of 70s and 80s was shaped by total shortage of 
goods from official market and free benefits, found or gathered. 
In this condition was near impossible to find desirable materials 
or tools for dacha construction. All the physical artifacts were 
acquired by barter, finding or simple appropriation of collective 
possessions. They then were used in the process of constructing 
one’s own freedom.   

12. “Samodelie”  It took plot owners ingenuity to transform Objet 
Trouve into a cozy home. The main property of the effectively 
operating assemblage is to be usable. Objects with a past life, com-
plete with their aesthetic qualities, take on a new function.   For 
example, bus structures became ideal elements for kitchens and 
housing. Window frames perfectly assembled in greenhouses. 

FAT

14. unlimited freedom. 90s mutants  Just as “Samodelie” was 
emblematic of the Soviet times, the movement evolved and muta-
ted to adapt to the new reality of the 90s. Dacha ideology mutates 
to become architecture promoting self-expression, limited only 
by money.   “Samodelie” refuses professional help, i.e. architects. 
During the early of 90ies only top “cottage-style” development 
was done with the help of architects*. A lot of this development 
are now abandoned. For the former inhabitants of the USSR, freely 
colonizing with one’s property the landscapes formerly protected 
by Soviet regulations was synonimous with the newly acquired 
liberty.   

Avtobusniki garden comradeship. Moscow region. Photo by Alexey Naroditskiy

Here lies the fundamental basis of “samodelie” culture - boundless 
free choice of material for the synthesis of new function. This is 
a unique culture of findings. Lack of everything gives rise to a stag-
gering freedom of inventiveness and freedom of implementation, 
which is not boarded by any limitations of style, age or aesthetics. 

13. Future  This collective ingenious logic could be expanded on 
the future. During 6 months settlement stay as frozen, new sur-
rounding conditions suggest alternative use, instead of keeping 
snow on plot territories. It could be winter museum of national 
inventiveness or temporary parking’s using settlements roads.    

*”It never crosses our populations mind that a house has to be built ac-
cording to an architectural project. The private builder only thinks about 
where to cut costs. Only the rich build according to project.” Leo Vasilevich 
Khikhlukha , Academician of the architecture, Distinguished architect of 
Russia



15. freedom templates (00s)  Local migration is the basis of da-
cha life (seasonal population in Moscow region is 4.3 millions of 
people). It is migration between official and unofficial. During the 
late Soviet period interpretation of a journey from the city to the 
dacha was as an escape from the prison back to the village. But 
even finding themselves in a condition of “freedom”, citizens conti-
nues to be a prisoner within the borders of the Soviet empire. With 
the advent of international tourism dream of limitless freedom be-
comes a feasible reality. Now living abroad “as they”, set the trend 
inside the borders of a country. For the basis of a successful scene 
of freedom Housing estates took pictures of the aristocratic life 
from the West. These luxury templates reproduced foreign realities 
with delicate meticulousness in settlement scale. It is a process of 
downloading architectural exercises of past eras, emblems of past  
wealthy life. Immigration becomes a form of pop-culture. Now, af-
ter a half-hour journey by car in the Moscow region, one can stand 
in the shoes of a privileged foreigner. Geography is false, reality can 
be brought to Moscow – the new freedom is the availableness of 
everything. A dream geography emerges. 

Aras Agalarov, the billionaire behind the project Agalarov Estate, 
has described it as “a new kind of civilization… a kind of utopian so-
cial experiment - but without poor people.” the cheapest house in 
Agalarov Estate cost 8.5 million of Euro.

16. dream geography  Development process of new freedom is re-
flected in a novel aesthetic, a consequence of an attitude of “unli-
mited egoism” towards the landscape. In this scenario, freedom 
can’t be achieved without an architect. He frantically searches for 
new images of luxury and prestige, exploring then one or the other 
point on the map of Europe. A drive through the Moscow Region is 
wierd touristic journey around the world: here is Little Italy, Mona-
co, Belgium, Benelux, Baden Baden and everything is only 30 – 40 
kilometers away from Moscow. A geography of dreams come true. 
The only detail killing perfect illusion is that views of powdered 
concrete are being squeezed between the smelly cowshed and So-
viet post-agricultural dachas. Palm trees intermingled with cow 
shit are the contemporary reality of Moscow “zagorod”.

“We understand that people investing in a countryside estate, prima-
rily expect to get a comfortable, safe and rich landscape, “ - says An-
ton Gololobov, the spokesperson of the Corporation Incom

“A dream will always triumph over reality, once it is given the
 chance.” - Stanislaw Lem. Futurologistic Congress

Deauville gated community. Moscow region. Photo by Aleksandr Tokarev
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